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QUESTION 1

Marcello wants to create a custom startup page for his customer database, using different buttons and values from
profile and normal documents. 

How can he achieve this? 

A. Create an outline with calculated entries, and display this directly through a frameset. 

B. Create a page with calculated text and actions, and display this using a frameset. Create a frameset, and display that
page with dynamic text. 

C. Create a view with custom actions that calculate what actions the user might want to take. 

D. Create a form and use action buttons, only calculated for display fields and computed text to display all available
options to this specific user. Set the database properties to start with a doclink in the about database document to any
document created with this form. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Cindy locked a design element and left on vacation. The design element has to be changed. 

Who can change it? 

A. Anyone with Editor access or higher 

B. Only those with Manager access 

C. Anyone with Designer access or higher 

D. Only Cindy 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Janet uses Domino Designer\\'s Dynamic Help feature to clarify something. 

What kind of help will she get? 

A. A context-sensitive Help View that constantly updates a list of possible relevant topics based on what she\\'s doing. 

B. An animated, talking icon that offers to assist her. 

C. A personalized search interface that remembers all of her previous searches and their results. 

D. A wizard that follows a support tree to narrow down the answer to her question. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

Gwen would like to create an "ATTENTION" line that will toggle on and off each second. 

What can Gwen do to provide the blinking text? 

A. In the desired location on the page, enter "ATTENTION", and set the desired font properties. From the Paragraph
Styles tab of the text Properties, select Blink. The default interval is 1000 milliseconds. 

B. Open the page in Domino Designer and create a two-row Table. Type "ATTENTION" in one of the table rows, setting
the desired font properties . Click the Programmed table button in the Table Type section. On the Table Programming
tab, click "Animated" for the mode, and enter 1000 for the Frequency option. 

C. In the desired location on the page, enter the following: ATTENTION Highlight the "ATTENTION" text and set the
desired font properties. From the menu bar, select Text > Pass-Thru HTML. 

D. Open the page in Domino Designer and create a two-row Table. Type "ATTENTION" in one of the table rows, setting
the desired font properties. Click the Animated table button in the Table Type section. On the Table Rows tab of the
Table properties, enter "1000" after "Switch row every". 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Parker is examining a WSDL file for his Lotus Domino Web service. What role does the Types element have in the file? 

A. It defines the browser client types that can support the Web service. 

B. It defines the data types used in the Web service. 

C. It defines the types of access allowed by the Web service. 

D. It defines the method types returned by the Web service. 

Correct Answer: B 
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